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1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval techniques treat questions democrat-

ically: all questions, regardless of their grammar or orien-
tation, are processed by the same rules and manipulated in
similar ways. In about 12% of the questions in our data
users ask about a process. Treating a request for how to do
something as a request for information about a topic dis-
regards an important subtlety in the question. We use the
knowledge that a question asks about a process, rather than
a fact, to develop categories of information need implied by
the questions to aid in retrieval. We focus on questions be-
cause by their nature questions carry more information.

A well-known technique for improving retrieval is query
expansion. A variety of query expansion and disambigua-
tion techniques have been studied [1] [2] [3] [5], and al-
though none distinguish between fact-orientation and task-
orientation, several do distinguish categories of information
need not explicit in the queries.

Understanding that the user has already made their infor-
mation need clear by using a question rather than a keyword
query, we utilized information encoded in the fact- or task-
orientation to infer the type of information need. We found a
measurable difference between task- and fact-oriented ques-
tions, and preliminary results indicate that treating fact-
and task-oriented questions differently improves retrieval.

2. FACT AND TASK QUESTIONS
Our corpus of 4100 questions came from the query logs

of the search engine, Govbot 1. About 4 in every 1000

1Govbot was a search engine for .gov and .mil domains, in
operation from 1995 to 2001 at the Center for Intelligent
Information Retrieval, at the University of Massachusetts.
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queries to Govbot were well-formed questions, with an aver-
age length of 8 words, and a total vocabulary of 3700 unique
words pertaining to government. Variation in the grammat-
ical structure of the sentence was reduced because every
question began with a question word (who, what, where,
when, why, how).

To get an initial estimate of the number of fact-oriented
and task-oriented questions in our corpus, we developed
rules based on the question words. We divided the 4100
questions into a fact-oriented set and a task-oriented set.
According to these rules, 700 of the questions were task-
oriented, and 3400 were fact-oriented. We did not filter
out ambiguous questions; they were included in either the
fact-oriented set or the task-oriented set depending on their
question words.

In order to analyze the question structure in more depth,
we constructed parse trees of the questions using a statistical
parser, SIFT, from BBN [4]. From our set of 700 task-
oriented questions, 630 contained the same distinctive parse
of the verb phrase. Of our 3400 fact-oriented questions, only
490 contained that specific internal structure.

This suggests fact-oriented questions and task-oriented
questions are distinct. It also suggests that task-oriented
questions relate the verb to the noun phrase more directly
than fact-oriented questions. Traditional information re-
trieval techniques do not give the verb any special consid-
eration. The verb is frequently stemmed into a noun, or
removed as a stop-word, altering the relationship between
the verb and the noun phrase.

3. CLASSIFYING QUESTIONS
USING LANGUAGE MODELS

There are many approaches to classification. Because we
are interested in applications of language modeling in infor-
mation retrieval, we built a classifier using language models,
with perplexity as our metric.

Examining each question by hand, we created a training
corpus of 580 task-oriented questions, and a test corpus of
60 task-oriented questions. We created two training corpora
of 720 and 2930 fact-oriented questions, and a test corpus
of 80 fact-oriented questions. For the sake of the accuracy
of the language model, we eliminated questions that were
ambiguous because they could not be answered with a fact
or a process, such as those asking for opinions.

Table 1 shows the percentage of questions correctly clas-
sified by a variety of techniques. Trigram models performed
the best, in terms of classification accuracy. Increasing the



Technique Accuracy
task fact

unigram model 75% 59%
bigram model 88% 70%
trigram model 88% 74%
4-gram model 88% 73%

Increasing training set size 93% 73%
using VB-NP for task questions 28% 89%

fitting the perplexity curve 95% 75%
parse trees 77% 87%

rule-based approach 81% 99%

Table 1: Percent of questions correctly classified us-

ing a variety of classification techniques.

training-set size of the fact-oriented model from 720 ques-
tions to 2930 questions produced an improvement in accu-
racy of 5% for task-oriented questions.

Questions may use the same vocabulary but have a dif-
ferent orientation, as in “How do I apply for a passport”
and “How long does it take to apply for a passport.” The
similarity in the vocabulary makes it nearly impossible for a
language-model based classifier to distinguish between them.
To reduce the similarity between the two training corpora,
we reduced the task-oriented training set to its verb-noun
phrase component. The fact-oriented training set could not
be reduced because it doesn’t share this construction. We
trained a language model on the verb-noun phrase pairs from
the task-oriented training set, and used a trigram model
trained on 720 fact-oriented questions. The fact oriented
questions showed an improvement of 15%.

Each of these classifiers assumes, by choosing the strictly
lower perplexity score, that the threshold dividing the two
classes is the line at which the perplexity scores of the two
models is the same, i.e. the line y = x. But the threshold
between the two classes may be a curve, or it may be a line
with a different slope. To improve upon the simple trigram
model we combined the best classifier for the task-oriented
questions, and the best classifier for fact-oriented questions.
The curve that best incorporates both classifiers is:

0.1 ∗ [(0.95C1)
3 + (0.05C2)

3]1/3

where C1 is the classifier most accurate for task questions
and C2 is the classifier most accurate for fact questions.
Using this classifier, we were able to correctly classify 95%
of the task questions, and 75% of the fact questions.

From the parse trees, we know that the task questions
have a more regular syntactic structure, whereas the fact
questions have much more structural variation. In addition
there were more than five times as many fact questions as
task questions, introducing more uncertainty in those lan-
guage models. For these reasons, the classification of fact
questions is much less reliable than task questions. Choos-
ing training sets with less linguistic variety, increasing the
size of the task-oriented training set, or incorporating syn-
tactic information into the language model may improve the
accuracy of the classification.

Looking only for the verb-noun phrase structure we cor-
rectly classified 87% of fact questions, and 77% of task ques-
tions. Using only the first three words of the questions we
had 99% accuracy in fact-oriented questions and 81% accu-
racy in task-oriented questions. This isn’t surprising consid-

ering that we devised the rules by looking at a subset of the
training set, and the questions in the corpus were selected
from the query logs with criteria very similar to the rules
in our classifier. In other words, the high accuracy of the
rule-based approach reflects over-fitting the data.

That said, there is a strong correlation between the first
three words of the sentence and the orientation of the sen-
tence. There is a strong relationship between the syntactic
structure of the questions and their orientation. There is a
high degree of similarity between questions of one orienta-
tion, as suggested by the language model classification. This
gives us three pieces of strong evidence that there is a mea-
surable and significant difference between the two types of
questions, a difference we can exploit to improve retrieval.

4. CONCLUSION
We have shown that we can classify questions as fact- or

task-oriented in three ways: based on the question words,
using their grammatical structure, and by training language
models. Knowing that the information need implied by the
question is different depending on its orientation allows us
to develop techniques specific to each genre of question.

A manual analysis of ten questions suggested certain gen-
res of document (specifically forms and FAQs) were almost
always relevant to task-oriented questions. We are cur-
rently examining whether query expansion by adding genre-
specific terms will improve retrieval for task-oriented ques-
tions. Since the syntactic difference between the two ques-
tion types is consistent, we are also looking at whether pre-
serving the relationship between verb and noun phrase, or
weighting the verb in the query, improves retrieval.
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